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Abstract

Pluto has a heterogeneous surface, despite a global haze deposition rate of

⇠1 µm per orbit (Cheng et al., 2017; Grundy et al., 2018). While there

could be spatial variation in the deposition rate, it should coat the surface

more uniformly than was observed. One way (among many) to explain this

contradiction is for atmospheric pressure at the surface to drop low enough

to interrupt haze production and stop the deposition of particles onto part

of the surface, driving heterogeneity. If the surface pressure drops to less

than 10�3 - 10�4 µbar and the CH4 mixing ratio remains nearly constant at

the observed 2015 value, the atmosphere becomes transparent to ultraviolet

radiation (Young et al. 2018), which would shut o↵ haze production at its

source. If the surface pressure falls below 0.06 µbar, the atmosphere ceases
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to be global, and instead is localized over only the warmest part of the

surface, restricting the location of deposition (Spencer et al., 1997). In Pluto’s

current atmosphere, haze monomers collect together into aggregate particles

at 0.5 µbar; if the surface pressure falls below this limit, the appearance of

particles deposited at di↵erent times of year and in di↵erent locations could

be di↵erent. We use VT3D, an energy balance model, to model the surface

pressure on Pluto in current and past orbital configurations for four possible

static N2 ice distributions: the observed northern hemisphere distribution

with (1) a bare southern hemisphere, (2) a south polar cap, (3) a southern

zonal band, and finally (4) a distribution that is bare everywhere except

inside the boundary of Sputnik Planitia. By comparing the minima of the

modeled pressures to the three haze-disruption pressures, we can determine

if or when haze production is disrupted. According to our model, southern

N2 ice is required for haze aggregation to be interrupted, and southern N2

with very low thermal inertia is required for the possibility of a local or

UV-transparent atmosphere.
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1. Introduction1

The New Horizons mission to Pluto revealed a surprisingly active sur-2

face, with dramatic albedo, color, and composition contrasts. The flyby also3

detected haze in the atmosphere, from which particles should settle through4

the atmosphere and be deposited onto the surface. These two observations5

presented a major question: how is the heterogeneity maintained despite a6

global blanket of deposited haze particles on the surface? This work inves-7
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tigates one possible answer to this question, which is that the atmospheric8

pressure could drop low enough for long enough over a Pluto orbit to dis-9

rupt haze production at its source, preventing the haze particles from being10

deposited onto the surface.11

Pluto’s normal reflectance varies across its surface by over a factor of12

ten, with some regions reaching a normal reflectance value of unity and the13

darkest regions dropping to a minimum of 0.08 (Buratti et al., 2017). The14

equatorial region is dark and red, interrupted by bright, more neutral Sput-15

nik Planitia (the expansive volatile-ice sheet that makes up the western half16

of Tombaugh Regio, Pluto’s “heart”; hereafter called SP); midlatitudes, es-17

pecially where covered by volatile ices, are similar to SP’s neutral color,18

while the north polar region (north of 60�N) has a yellow hue (Stern et al.,19

2015; Olkin et al., 2017). Composition also varies across the encounter hemi-20

sphere, with SP showing very strong N2 and CH4 spectral signatures, while21

the dark equatorial region appears to be free of both species and instead has22

a spectrum that is consistent with tholins, an unknown mix of hydrocarbons23

and carbonaceous material produced by cosmic ray and ultraviolet radiation24

interactions with N2 and CH4 (Protopapa et al., 2017; Schmitt et al., 2017).25

Deposition rates from Grundy et al. (2018) and Cheng et al. (2017) both26

predict that a layer of haze particles roughly one micron thick would accu-27

mulate over one Pluto orbit, amounting to more than 10 m over the age of28

the solar system. Cheng et al. (2017) suggest that haze deposition may be29

interrupted by atmospheric collapse (here, we define collapse to mean when30

the atmosphere is localized and “patchy” rather than global). Grundy et al.31

(2018) discuss this possibility as well, and also raise other mechanisms such32
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as a spatially or temporally variable gaseous CH4 column, or the movement33

of haze particles by wind once they have settled on the surface, explored34

further in Bertrand et al. (2019b). Neither paper quantifies the possibility of35

interrupting or diminishing haze production within the atmosphere.36

If the atmospheric pressure at the surface gets low enough, haze produc-37

tion may be altered, suppressed or stopped completely. In Pluto’s current38

atmosphere, haze aggregation occurs at pressures higher than 0.5 µbar, so39

if the surface pressure drops below this level, monomer haze particles may40

be deposited instead of aggregates, potentially changing the appearance on41

the surface (Cheng et al. 2017). We refer to this as a “non-aggregating” at-42

mosphere. For surface pressures less than ⇠0.06 µbar Pluto cannot support43

a global atmosphere (Spencer et al. 1997), and instead the atmosphere be-44

comes local, or patchy, which would restrict the region in which haze particles45

are deposited. Additionally, if the surface pressure drops to less than 10�3
46

- 10�4 µbar, the atmosphere would be transparent to ultraviolet radiation47

(Young et al. 2018). This would shut o↵ the photolysis of atmospheric N248

and CH4, suppressing haze production at its source (Gao et al. 2017), while49

simultaneously boosting the photolysis of surface ices and existing tholins,50

which can lead to a di↵erent composition and appearance of tholins than51

those produced in the atmosphere (Bertrand et al., 2019a).52

Pluto’s obliquity varies with a 2.8-million year period, and this obliquity53

cycle creates extreme seasons during which perihelion occurs simultaneously54

with northern summer solstice (most recently occurred 0.9 My ago) or aphe-55

lion occurs simultaneously with northern summer solstice (most recently oc-56

curred 2.4 My ago) (Earle et al., 2017; Bertrand et al., 2018). During these57
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two extreme orbital configurations the minimum surface pressure will be dif-58

ferent from that in the current configuration, providing an opportunity for59

historic haze disruption that might not be seen in today’s Pluto. This could60

a↵ect the present-day surface heterogeneity.61

Trafton and Stern (1983) considered a CH4 atmosphere (CH4 was then62

the only species yet detected at Pluto) and predicted a globally-uniform63

surface pressure for CH4 column abundances greater than 6.7 cm-Am (using64

the now-known surface gravity of 0.62 ms�2, this corresponds to a pressure65

of 0.3 µbar). At the time, the best estimate for the column abundance was66

27 ± 7 m-Am (12 ± 3 µbar), which implied that heat could be e�ciently67

transported from high-insolation areas to low-insolation areas, and that vapor68

pressure equilibrium could maintain a uniform surface temperature of 58 ±69

0.9 K. After the discovery of Pluto’s atmosphere via occultations in 198870

(Elliot et al., 1989; Hubbard et al., 1988), and the detection of abundant N271

by Owen et al. (1993), Hansen and Paige (1996) adapted their existing Triton72

energy balance model to Pluto. They found that volatile transport would be73

a significant process coupling the surface and atmosphere, allowing surface74

ices to move around on seasonal timescales. They also found that perennial75

zonal bands of ice could form in their model, as opposed to perennial polar76

ice caps, due to Pluto’s high obliquity. For some cases, “polar bald spots”77

were created by sublimation that began at the center of a polar cap rather78

than at the equatorward edge. N2 ice temperatures between 30 and 40 K79

were predicted, based on the balance between insolation, infrared thermal80

emission, conduction to and from the subsurface, and the latent heat of81

subliming and condensing N2.82
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Bertrand and Forget (2016) used a simplified Pluto GCM to simulate83

Pluto’s climate and volatile transport for thousands of orbits in a reasonable84

computation time. They found that, for an initial globally uniform distribu-85

tion of N2 ice and thermal inertias above 700 tiu (Thermal Inertia Units, J86

m�2 K�1 s�1/2), all of the N2 ice migrated into their modeled 3-km deep SP87

basin within 10,000 Earth years. This motivated the “strawman” example88

we present in Section 3.2 using a SP-only N2 distribution. For lower ther-89

mal inertias, their model had seasonal deposits of N2 ice outside of SP. In90

the higher thermal inertia cases, their model predicted pressures that were91

consistent with pre-existing occultation measurements (implying a roughly92

two- to three-fold increase in pressure between 1988 and 2015), as well as a93

peak value of about 11.5 µbar near 2015. Bertrand et al. (2018) explored the94

N2 cycles using their parameterized Pluto GCM on million year timescales,95

capturing the response to the obliquity cycles described above. They find96

that a net value of 1 km of N2 ice has sublimed from the northern edge of97

SP and recondensed onto the southern edge over the past 2 million years,98

driven by the change in subsolar latitude at perihelion, which shifted from99

the southern hemisphere to the north (and is now moving back towards the100

south, currently near 0
�
, see Figure 1 in Earle et al. (2017)). They also found101

that over millions of years the surface pressure on Pluto never drops below102

tens of nanobars, nor exceeds tens of microbars.103

We aim to test the hypothesis of haze disruption via thermal modelling104

of the surface. Our model, VT3D, is described in Section 2, along with105

our choices for thermal parameters and the distribution of surface volatiles.106

Sections 3 presents the resulting pressure evolution curves for the current107
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Pluto orbit and past orbits with di↵erent obliquities and subsolar latitudes108

at perihelion, assuming four di↵erent N2 distributions. Finally, we discuss the109

implications of these modelled pressure curves in relation to haze production110

in Section 4.111

2. Methods112

2.1. VT3D Model Overview113

This section provides an overview of the Volatile Transport Three Dimen-

sional (VT3D) model as used in this study; for a complete description of the

model and its full capabilities, see Young (2017). VT3D is an energy balance

model, including thermal conduction into and within a substrate, internal

heat (not used here), latent heat of sublimation, insolation, and thermal

emission. Locally, the energy balance equation is:

S1AU(1� A)µ

r2
� ✏�T 4 � k

dT

dz
+ Lṁ = 0 (1)

where S1AU is the solar constant (1361 W/m2), A is the Bond albedo of the114

surface, µ is the solar incidence angle at the given location, r is the helio-115

centric distance in AU, ✏ is the emissivity of the surface, T is the volatile116

temperature, k is the heat conductivity, L is the latent heat of sublimation,117

and ṁ is the condensation rate. The partition between sublimation and con-118

duction is determined by global mass balance (Young, 2012, 2013), since the119

rate of change of the total atmospheric bulk (areal integral of ṁ) is related to120

the change in N2 ice temperature through the change in the surface pressure121

and atmospheric column density. As implemented here, VT3D depends on122

three free parameters (the Bond albedo, A, the emissivity, ✏, and the seasonal123
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thermal inertia, �, of the surface N2 ice) as well as on the spatial distribution124

of N2 ice. N2 is the dominant atmospheric constituent and it is more volatile125

than the minor constituents of CH4 and CO, so we consider only the N2126

temperature when we model the atmospheric pressure.127

We run VT3D using the explicit form of the equations (rather than its128

semi-implicit Crank-Nicholson scheme). The explicit scheme is only stable129

for small timesteps; we calculate the temperature at 500 points per Pluto130

orbit, corresponding to a timestep of about 0.5 Earth year. The volatiles are131

discretized vertically into J = 40 layers for a total depth of roughly 10 thermal132

skin depths. The temperature at the next timestep of a given layer depends133

on the temperature at the current timestep in the layer above, in the layer134

itself, and in the layer below. To evaluate the insolation term, we average the135

insolation at the start and end of the current timestep: (Sn+Sn+1)/2, where136

subscript n represents the current timestep, and n+1 is the next timestep.137

To evaluate the thermal emission term, VT3D uses the first-order Taylor138

expansion of T 4: ✏�T 4
0,n + 2✏�T 3

0,n(T0,n+1 � T0,n), where the first subscript139

indicates the layer (0 corresponds to the top layer) and the second indicates140

the timestep. The conduction term is discretized using a first-order finite141

di↵erence scheme; for example the term describing conducted heat from the142

layer below into the top layer is:
p
!�(T0,n � T1,n)/�, where ! is the orbital143

frequency of Pluto, in seconds, and � is the dimensionless distance between144

layers. The sublimation rate is related to the rate of change of temperature145

since we assume vapor pressure equilibrium; in response to an increase in146

the ice temperature, the vapor pressure above it must also increase, which147

means particles sublimate from the ice surface, removing latent heat. Thus,148
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the sublimation term is written: �A(T0,n+1 � T0,n), where �A is given by:149

�A = L2mp!/(fvgkT 2
0,n⌧) (L is the latent heat of sublimation for N2, m is150

the molecular mass of N2, p is the vapor pressure at temperature T0,n, fv151

is the fraction of the surface covered by N2, g is the surface gravity, kB is152

the Boltzmann constant, and ⌧ is a dimensionless time step). After inserting153

these terms into Equation 1, temperatures at the next timestep are a function154

of temperatures at the current timestep and various parameters of the N2 ice.155

VT3D finds the temperatures by stepping forward in time for one Pluto orbit.156

VT3D begins with an analytic approximation to the solution, which is157

used as the initial guess in the more accurate numerical solution to decrease158

convergence time. A description on how to implement the analytic solution159

for quick calculation is included in the Appendix.160

To convert temperatures into pressures, we use the equation for solid N2

vapor pressure as a function of temperature presented in Fray and Schmitt

(2009):

ln (Psub) = A0 +
nX

i=1

Ai

T i
(2)

Fray and Schmitt (2009) compile previously-published empirical relations161

and experimental data to find the best-fit coe�cients Ai for solid N2 ice,162

with separate sets of coe�cients for the ↵- and �-crystalline phases, shown163

in Table 1.164

2.2. Volatile Distribution165

Observations of the surface volatile distribution were performed by the166

LEISA infrared spectrometer on the New Horizons spacecraft. N2 is de-167

tectable by a weak 2.15 µm spectral feature, but only for su�ciently large168
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Figure 1: In all panels, white indicates the presence of N2 ice and black indicates bare

areas. Gray indicates the fractional abundance of N2 in that region. (a) Lewis et al. (2019)

N2 presence map (encounter hemisphere only) which combines the band depth map from

Schmitt et al. (2017) and the fractional abundance map from Protopapa et al. (2017).

Assumes a band depth greater than 0.005 or a fractional abundance of greater than 0%

indicates presence of N2. (b) Gabasova et al. (in prep) N2 presence map created from

lower-resolution approach band depth data in combination with the higher resolution flyby

data. Assumes a band depth greater than 0.005 indicates presence of N2. (c) Fractional

abundance of N2 from Protopapa et al. (2017) on the encounter hemisphere, and a zonal

average fractional abundance on the non-encounter hemisphere. (d) The N2 distribution

used for the northern hemisphere throughout this work, referred to as the reference map.
10



A0 A1 A2 A3 A4 A5

↵-phase 12.404174 -807.35728 -3925.5143 62965.429 -463269.99 1.324999.3

�-phase 8.51384232 -458.386541 -19871.6407 480001.675 -4523786.13 0

Table 1: Coe�cients needed to calculate the equilibrium vapor pressure as a function of

temperature, for both ↵� and �-phase N2, using Equation 2. These are higher precision

values than those presented in Table 5 of Fray and Schmitt (2009).

grain sizes. Its presence can also be inferred from a wavelength shift in CH4169

spectral bands that occur when CH4 is dissolved in N2, and from the overall170

infrared brightness (Protopapa et al., 2017; Schmitt et al., 2017). Protopapa171

et al. (2017) use a combination of these features along with Hapke radia-172

tive transfer modeling to produce a map of N2 on the encounter hemisphere.173

Other analyses relying on spectral parameters like band depth or equivalent174

width are not able to distinguish between relative abundance changes and175

grain size changes across the surface. Protopapa et al. (2017) produce sep-176

arate fractional abundance and grain size maps. The modeled grain sizes177

(where grain size refers to distance between scattering centers, see Hapke178

(1993)) range from a few centimeters to larger than 1 meter. The fractional179

abundance map highlights the large, flat ice sheet of SP, along with a lat-180

itudinal band stretching from 35�N to 55�N, as the main N2 reservoirs on181

the surface, containing up to about 60% N2 (assuming an areal mixture with182

other species). Schmitt et al. (2017) present a spatial distribution map of183

the N2 ice band depth, as well as a map of the presence of the N2-rich phase184

(called the ‘CH4 band position index’ map) and their correlation, which make185

use of principal component analysis to reduce the noise and remove some in-186
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strument artifacts in the spectro-images of the high resolution LEISA data.187

Lewis et al. (2019) created a N2 presence map which combines the band depth188

map from Schmitt et al. (2017) and the fractional abundance map from Pro-189

topapa et al. (2017). This map, shown in Figure 1a, assumes a band depth190

above 0.005 or a fractional abundance of greater than 0% indicates the pres-191

ence of N2. In all panels of Figure 1 white indicates the presence of N2192

ice, black indicates bare areas, and grayscale indicates the fractional abun-193

dance. In reality, the N2-covered areas have varying thicknesses of ice, with194

SP having perhaps 5 km of ice (McKinnon et al., 2016) while the midlatitude195

deposits may be much thinner.196

The high resolution LEISA images are limited to the encounter hemi-197

sphere, which was visible to the spacecraft during the flyby. The widest198

extent is near SP at longitudes around 150�, where the high resolution cov-199

erage reaches from north pole to 30�S. The region tapers o↵ to the east and200

west until it reach the permanently lit north polar region extending out to201

60�N. Most of the southern hemisphere (south of 40�S) is currently in polar202

night.203

Gabasova et al. (in prep) have used lower-resolution approach data in204

combination with the higher resolution flyby data to create a global N2 dis-205

tribution map that includes both the non-encounter and encounter hemi-206

spheres, shown in Figure 1b. This map shows the spatial distribution of the207

2.15 µm N2 band depth alone, and does not consider the shifting of the CH4208

bands nor the overall brightness of the pixel. A band depth value of 0.005 or209

greater indicates the presence of N2 ice; however since band depth does not210

directly relate to the fractional abundance of N2, this cannot be directly con-211
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verted into a fractional abundance map. Attempts to correlate band depth212

and fractional abundance using the overlapping encounter hemisphere data213

did not yield a clear relationship, due in part to the grain size dependence of214

band depth. Instead, we turn the band depth map from Gabasova et al. (in215

prep) into a N2 presence map by applying a band depth threshold of 0.005,216

analogous to the procedure used by Lewis et al. (2019). We then find the217

zonal-average fractional abundance in each latitude band, defined by a row218

of pixels, from the Protopapa et al. (2017) N2 map (excluding pixels that fall219

within SP), and assign every pixel on the non-encounter hemisphere in that220

row this mean value. This fractional abundance map is shown in Figure 1c.221

The final map combines Figures 1a, 1b, and 1c: on the encounter hemisphere,222

we assume the product of the Lewis et al. (2019) N2 presence map and the223

fractional abundance map from Figure 1c, while on the non-encounter hemi-224

sphere we assume the product of the Gabasova et al. (in prep) N2 presence225

map and the fractional abundance map from Figure 1c. Hereafter referred to226

as the reference map, our assumed N2 spatial distribution map for latitude227

north of 35�S is shown in Figure 1d.228

Our base distribution is always the reference map, but we make di↵erent229

assumptions for the unobserved southern hemisphere (south of 35�S). We use230

(i) a bare southern hemisphere, (ii) a south polar cap, and (iii) a southern231

zonal band of N2 ice. We also present results from a simplified case assuming232

SP contains the only surface deposit of N2, to emphasize the significant e↵ect233

of this feature on the global pressure.234

For each choice of N2 distribution, we calculate the spatially-averaged235

insolation onto the surface ices as a function of time, which is an input to236
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VT3D, as shown in Figure 2. In doing so, we assume that the distributions are237

static in time, and that the surface ices are in vapor pressure equilibrium with238

the atmosphere, and can thus be described by a single temperature dependent239

on the average insolation. Assuming a static distribution is a simplification,240

which allows us to investigate multiple distributions at a lower computational241

cost, but it is also motivated by the fact that many of Pluto’s N2 ice deposits242

appear to be perennial (persisting for longer than one orbit). SP is a perennial243

feature: the surface of the ice sheet is estimated to be less than 10 My244

old (White et al., 2017) based on the lack of impact craters, but the ice245

sheet is undergoing convection with an overturning timescale of 0.5 My which246

cyclically refreshes the surface, allowing the ice sheet to be much older than247

the crater-derived age. The underlying basin is ancient and likely greater248

than 4 Gy old (Moore et al., 2016). Numerical simulations from Bertrand and249

Forget (2016) found that all of the N2 ice was sequestered into a 3-km deep250

SP-like basin within 10,000 Earth years, where it stayed for the remainder of251

the 50,000-year simulation, strengthening the already-strong argument for a252

perennial SP. It is not as obvious if the other N2 deposits in the reference map253

are perennial and last for many Pluto years, or only seasonal and disappear254

due to sublimation on timescales of tens of Earth years. N2 is observed at255

lower altitudes in the northern mid-latitudes (e.g., Howard et al. (2017))256

in depression floors that appear flat and smooth. This suggests a deeper,257

perennial N2 deposit, coating and smoothing underlying rough terrain, rather258

than an seasonal deposit of a few meters or less. Bertrand et al. (2019a)259

showed that the mid-latitude N2 deposits in the northern hemisphere tend260

to be seasonal, especially those located within depressions. It is unknown261
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Figure 2: Spatially-averaged insolation onto the N2 ice in each of our four distributions:

reference model (solid line), SP-only model (dotted), south polar cap model (dashed), and

southern zonal band (dash-dotted). The x-axis shows time in Earth years spanning one

Pluto orbit, beginning in 1988.

whether N2 exists at mid to high southern latitudes, and, if it does, whether262

it is perennial or seasonal. For computational expediency, we investigate263

only static southern distributions too. Here, the term “static” refers only to264

the locations of the N2 ice; N2 still sublimes from areas of high insolation265

and condenses onto areas of low insolation, but initially bare locations and266

initially N2 ice-covered locations remain so throughout the length of our267

models. Future work could relax the requirement of a static distribution268

and time-constant physical parameters, in order to study various feedback269

e↵ects, such as condensation of N2 onto winter latitudes (Hansen et al., 2015;270

Bertrand et al., 2018); runaway albedo feedbacks (Earle et al., 2018); or the271

impact of haze on the albedo, emissivity, or thermal inertia.272
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2.3. Parameter Space Search273

For each choice of N2 distribution, we explore three free parameters: the274

Bond albedo, A, the emissivity, ✏, and the thermal inertia, �, of the surface N2275

ice. We assume for simplicity that each of these parameters is uniform across276

all of the N2 ice and constant in time. We perform a grid search of albedo and277

thermal inertia values, and use the emissivity value that is required to match278

the New Horizons radio occultation surface pressure of 11.5±0.7 µbar in 2015279

(Hinson et al., 2017). To do so, we start with an initial guess at the emissivity,280

calculate the 2015 surface pressure, and then use a Newton-Raphson solver281

to iteratively find the emissivity value which returns the closest pressure to282

11.5 µbar. We explore the full range of Bond albedos (between 0 and 1),283

and thermal inertias between 25 and 2000 tiu (Jm�2K�1s�1/2). Lellouch284

et al. (2013) calculates diurnal thermal inertias based on TNO observations285

on the order of 10 tiu, much lower than the annual values we derive for most286

cases (by “diurnal thermal inertia”, we mean thermal inertia of the material287

within the diurnal skin depth, while “annual skin depth” corresponds to288

the material within the annual or seasonal skin depth). Spencer and Moore289

(1992) report thermal inertia values for pure N2 between 530 and 590 tiu,290

whether the N2 is in the ↵- or �-crystalline phase. On Pluto, the N2 ices are291

mixed with some CH4 and CO, lay above an H2O ice substrate (� = 2100292

to 2200 tiu, as reported for Triton in Spencer and Moore (1992)), and could293

be “flu↵y”, fractured, or otherwise distinct from a pure lab sample of ice.294

Thus, we explore a wide range of thermal inertia values in this model. For295

each A, �, ✏ triplet we calculate a surface pressure versus time curve using296

500 timesteps per orbit. To ensure convergence, we initialize the numerical297
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VT3D model using the analytic approximation as our initial guess, and we298

run the model over 20 orbits before selecting the final orbit as our result.299

Details of the analytic approximation are given in the appendix.300

Once we have a grid of pressure curves (one for each A, �, ✏ triplet),301

we apply two constraints to eliminate some regions of this parameter space.302

The first is to eliminate any cases where the emissivity required to match303

the 2015 New Horizons pressure is outside of the range 0.3 < ✏ < 1. An304

emissivity greater than unity is unphysical, and we impose a lower bound305

of 0.3. Stansberry et al. (1996) use Hapke theory to calculate N2 emissivity306

as a function of grain size and temperature, and found that the emissivity307

remains above 0.3 at temperatures between 20 and 60 K for grains larger than308

1 cm (nearly all grains on Pluto are centimeter-sized or larger, as derived by309

Protopapa et al. (2017)). The second constraint is observational. From310

the record of stellar occultations going back to 1988, Pluto’s atmospheric311

pressure as sensed by occultations roughly doubled or tripled between the312

discovery of its atmosphere in 1988 and the New Horizons flyby in 2015.313

Occultations do not reach all the way to the surface, so we cannot say for314

certain whether or not the surface pressure experienced the same two- to315

three-fold increase. If we assume that the surface pressure increase during316

this time period was the same as the 1205-km altitude pressure increase, then317

we find 3.14 > P2015/P1988 > 1.82 at the 3-� level for the surface pressures318

(Elliot et al., 2003; Hinson et al., 2017). We eliminate any (A,�,✏) triplets319

where the ratio of our modeled 2015 and 1988 surface pressures is outside of320

this range.321
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3. Results322

The dependence of the shape and amplitude of the pressure curve on each323

of the three parameters is explored in Figure 3. The leftmost panel holds324

the thermal inertia and emissivity constant, at 1000 tiu and 0.7, respectively.325

For a higher albedo, the resulting pressure is lower at every point in time,326

due to the lower input of solar energy. The middle panel shows the depen-327

dence of pressure on emissivity, while holding albedo constant at 0.7 and328

thermal inertia at 1000 tiu. The dependence is similar to that of albedo; as329

emissivity increases the pressure curve is lower at every timestep, as the heat330

is re-radiated away from the surface more e�ciently. The rightmost panel331

shows how the pressure curve depends on thermal inertia, while albedo and332

emissivity are both constant at 0.7. A lower thermal inertia surface will expe-333

rience a larger range of pressures over an orbit compared to a higher thermal334

inertia one, since the lower thermal inertia surface responds more quickly to335

changes in the input energy. High thermal inertia materials conduct heat336

towards the surface more e�ciently and thus compensate more e�ciently for337

any change in thermal balance at the surface (e.g. the cooling of the surface338

by thermal emission).339

In the following sections, we present the annual pressure versus time340

curves for the wide range of parameter values we explored, for each of our four341

possible N2 distributions, and for both Pluto’s current orbital configuration342

and past “superseasonal” configurations. We begin with our reference model,343

which is the reference map and a bare southern hemisphere. Sections 3.2344

through 3.4 present the results from our alternative models, which are (1) a345

N2 distribution map where the surface is assumed to be entirely bare except346
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Figure 3: Dependence of the shape of the pressure curve on each of the three free parame-

ters. (Left) Dependence on albedo, for constant thermal inertia of 1000 tiu and emissivity

of 0.7. (Center) Dependence on emissivity, for constant albedo of 0.7 and thermal iner-

tia of 1000 tiu. (Right) Dependence on thermal inertia, for constant albedo of 0.7 and

emissivity of 0.7.

for the N2 ice contained in SP, (2) the reference map with a south polar cap,347

(3) the reference map with a southern zonal band.348

3.1. Reference Model349

We first present the results from Pluto’s current orbit using the reference350

map, along with a bare southern hemisphere.351

After applying the constraints as described above for the reference model352

pressure curves, the remaining allowed parameter space is shown as the353

grayscale boxes in Figure 4. Albedos between 0.6 and 0.9 and thermal iner-354

tias above 400 tiu satisfy the constraints, with lower albedos requiring higher355

thermal inertias. All of the cases that had allowable emissivity values and356

pressure increases between 1988 and 2015 had minimum pressures between 1357

and 3 µbar. There are no (A,�,✏) triplets that drop below the 0.5 µbar haze358
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Figure 4: Restricted parameter space for Pluto’s current orbit and the reference map (bare

southern hemisphere) after choosing ✏ to ensure P2015 = 11.5 µbar, and applying the two

further constraints: (1) 1 > ✏ > 0.3 (2) 3.14 > P2015/P1988 > 1.82. Grayscale and black

diagonal contour lines show the minimum pressure experienced over a Pluto year for that

combination of A and �.
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Figure 5: Pressure versus time curves for Pluto’s current orbit and the reference map (bare

southern hemisphere). The 2% discontinuity at 5 µbar reflects the small di↵erence in the

calculated pressure at the ↵-� transition temperature (see text for details).

aggregation limit or the 0.06 µbar local atmosphere limit, or the even lower359

atmospheric transparency limit for Pluto’s current orbit.360

The pressure curves for five example cases are shown in Figure 5. The361

thick black line (case A) shows a central case with A = 0.75, � = 1250 tiu,362

and ✏ = 0.592. Case A shows an increase in pressure between perihelion and363

the peak of pressure just after the time of the New Horizons flyby, and then364

a slow decrease to the minimum pressure near northern winter solstice. The365

delay between perihelion and the peak of pressure is primarily due to the366

subsolar latitude dependence. The N2 ices receive the strongest spatially-367

averaged insolation near 2008 (see Figure 2), which is determined in part368

from the 1/r2 dependence but more strongly depends on the incidence angle369

of sunlight onto SP. Thermal inertia adds to this delay as well. The jump370
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Figure 6: (a) Reference model pressure versus time curves for Pluto’s orbit 0.9 Mya,

when it was experiencing short, intense northern summers. (b) Reference model pressure

versus time curves for Pluto’s orbit 2.4 Mya, when it was experiencing long, mild northern

summers.
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Figure 7: Annual minimum pressure experienced at Pluto’s surface over the past 10 My

for each of the five test cases, using the reference model.

in pressure near 5 µbar present in all five of the curves is caused by the371

small numerical discontinuity of 2% at the change in the form of the vapor372

pressure equation at the ↵-� transition of N2, which occurs at 35.6 K (Fray373

and Schmitt, 2009).374

The blue and green curves (cases B and C) are example cases that remain375

colder (and therefore have a lower surface pressure) than case A throughout376

most of the orbit. The combination of case B’s higher albedo and low thermal377

inertia compensate for the e↵ect of the low emissivity, keeping the surface378

colder than in case A. Case C has a lower albedo and a higher emissivity (so it379

e↵ectively reradiates away the insolation), causing it to be consistently colder.380

The red and orange curves (cases D and E) in Figure 5 are example cases381

that remain warmer than case A throughout most of the orbit. Case D has382

a similar albedo and emissivity as case A, but experiences a smaller range of383
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pressures due to the higher thermal inertia. Case E has a higher albedo than384

case A and a lower emissivity, so it is able to remain warmer despite a lower385

thermal inertia by reradiating the input solar insolation less e↵ectively. None386

of the test cases predict pressures below any of the haze-important pressures;387

the atmosphere never becomes non-aggregating, local, nor UV-transparent.388

This reference model predicts a maximum in the pressure between 2027 and389

2030, after which the surface pressure will begin to decrease.390

As evident in Figure 5, extrema in the surface pressure occur close to391

solstices, when the primarily-northern N2 deposits are receiving the most (or392

least, in the case of winter solstice) direct insolation. If northern summer sol-393

stice occurs near perihelion, the N2 deposits will be receiving the most direct394

insolation (smallest incidence angle) when they are also receiving the most395

intense insolation (closest to the Sun), creating a strong but short northern396

summer. Conversely, if northern summer solstice occurs near aphelion, they397

will be receiving the most direct insolation (smallest incidence angle) when398

they are receiving the least intense insolation (farthest from the Sun), creat-399

ing a mild but long northern summer. In order to investigate Pluto’s pressure400

during these extreme seasons, we used the same five example cases as the401

current orbit and ran VT3D back 10 My, adjusting the obliquity, eccentricity,402

and subsolar latitude at perihelion according to Earle et al. (2017). Figure403

6 shows the pressure versus time curve for the five example cases using our404

reference model during a period of intense northern summer 0.9 Mya (panel405

a) and a period of intense southern summer (and hence mild northern sum-406

mer) 2.4 Mya (panel b). The color scheme and labelling of the cases remains407

the same as Figures 4 and 5.408
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Figure 6a clearly shows the extreme summer characteristic of the orbital409

configuration Pluto was in 0.9 Mya, with a sharp peak just after perihelion410

and a wide, low minimum in the pressure curve. The pressure varies wildly411

over an orbit, ranging between 2.5 and 27 µbar for case A. Despite this wide412

range, none of the example cases drop below any of the pressures important413

to haze production, so haze would not be a↵ected during this time period.414

During the mild northern summer at 2.4 Mya shown in Figure 6b, the415

pressure curves are noticeably flatter than the 0.9 Mya configuration and416

have a long peak-plateau where the pressure is stable. Since the reference417

model assumes a bare southern hemisphere (south of 35�S), the southern418

summer is not particularly extreme; at perihelion/southern summer solstice,419

the spatially-averaged insolation is very low since no N2 deposits are receiv-420

ing direct insolation, which causes the pressure to be low as well. In this421

configuration, like the current orbit and 0.9 Mya, none of the example cases422

become cold enough to disrupt haze.423

Figure 7 shows the minimum pressure experienced over an orbit for the424

past 10 My (roughly three full obliquity cycles) for the five example cases.425

None of these curves fall below the 0.5 µbar nor the 0.06 µbar levels, or426

the even lower atmospheric transparency pressure levels. Depending on the427

choice of albedo, thermal inertia, and emissivity, this model predicts a mini-428

mum pressure over the past 10 My between 1 and 4 µbar.429

3.2. Sputnik Planitia-only Model430

Next, we discuss the results from our alternative models, beginning with431

a N2 distribution in which SP is the only source of N2 on the surface. Figure432

8 shows the N2 distribution for this alternative model. Both the band depth433
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map (Schmitt et al., 2017) and the Hapke modeling map (Protopapa et al.,434

2017) clearly indicate deposits of N2 ice outside of SP, but by limiting this435

distribution to SP alone, we can investigate the relative influence of SP on436

the climate compared to the other N2 deposits. SP is 1000 km in diameter437

(covering 5% of Pluto’s total surface area), estimated to be 4 to 10 km thick,438

and has a fractional N2 abundance as high as 60%, meaning that as much439

as 60% by area of each pixel is covered by N2 (Protopapa et al., 2017). SP440

is located near the equator, spanning from 20�S to 50�N, so it remains at441

least partially illuminated for the full range of subsolar latitudes experienced442

over an orbit. For these reasons, we expect SP to be a strong driver of443

the atmospheric pressure, and thus expect the SP-only model results to be444

very similar to the reference model results. This distribution also allows a445

more direct comparison with Bertrand and Forget (2016), in which N2 was446

sequestered into a circular SP-analog basin very similar to this distribution.447

Figure 9 shows the restricted parameter space for the SP-only model.448

In comparison with Figure 4 for the reference model, lower thermal inertias449

are required for the SP-only model. Ignoring all of the N2 ice outside of450

SP causes the peak in the spatially-averaged insolation to occur sooner after451

perihelion, and for the di↵erence between the peak value and the perihelion452

value of the spatially-averaged insolation to be smaller (see Figure 2). As453

a consequence of these two changes to the insolation, lower thermal inertias454

are needed to compensate, in order to satisfy the constraint on the modeled455

increase in pressure between 1988 and 2015.456

Five example test cases are shown in Figure 10 for the SP-only case.457

Note that due to the di↵erent constrained parameter space, these 5 cases458
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Figure 8: Assumed spatial distribution of N2 ice for the SP-only model. The red outline

shows the boundary of SP as defined by White et al. (2017).

are di↵erent than the test cases from the reference model, but the color459

scheme is the same, with red and orange curves being relatively warmer or460

higher pressure cases, while the blue and green curves are cooler and therefore461

lower pressure for much of the orbit. In the SP-only model, the peaks in462

most of the test case pressures occur slightly earlier, before northern summer463

solstice, and are slightly lower at 11.5 µbar compared to 12.5 µbar for the464

reference model test cases. This is again a consequence of the di↵erences in465

the spatially-averaged insolation between the reference model and the SP-466

only model. Additionally, the minima in the pressure curves are relatively467

lower than the reference model case, with the cases B and C dropping below468

the haze aggregation limit for a period of time near northern winter solstice.469

This behavior is a consequence of the lower thermal inertias required for470
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Figure 9: Restricted parameter space for Pluto’s current orbit assuming SP is the only

N2 ice deposit, after choosing ✏ to ensure P2015 = 11.5 µbar, and applying the two fur-

ther constraints: (1) 1 > ✏ > 0.3 (2) 3.14 > P2015/P1988 > 1.82. Grayscale and black

diagonal contour lines show the minimum pressure experienced over a Pluto year for that

combination of A and �.
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Figure 10: Pressure versus time curves for Pluto’s current orbit, assuming SP is the only

N2 ice deposit.

Figure 11: Annual minimum pressure experienced at Pluto’s surface over the past 10 My

for each of the five test cases, assuming SP is the only N2 ice deposit.
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the SP-only case: lower thermal inertia allows input energy variations to be471

quickly realized as temperature variations, creating larger temperature and472

pressure swings. As expected, the general pressure evolution trend is very473

similar for the SP-only model compared to the reference model, confirming474

our expectation that SP is a large driver of the seasonal pressure cycle on475

Pluto.476

We investigated the long-timescale behavior of the SP-only model as well.477

Figure 11 shows the minimum pressure experienced in each orbit going back478

10 My, for the same five test cases. Test cases B and C produced some479

past atmospheres that could have been non-aggregating, but none of the480

test cases ever predict local atmospheres, meaning the modeled atmospheres481

never collapse over the past 10 My.482

3.3. South Polar Cap Model483

Existing models have shown that perennial polar caps are not likely to484

form on Pluto, due to the high obliquity which causes the poles to receive485

more annually-averaged insolation than the equator (Young, 2013; Bertrand486

et al., 2018, 2019a). Prior to the flyby, Young (2013) found that perennial487

northern volatiles were possible, but that most perennial southern volatile488

cases could be eliminated based on the modeled pressure increase between489

1988 and 2006 not matching the observed increase from occultations. While490

the simulations of Bertrand et al. (2019a) did not produce perennial polar491

caps of N2, many of their simulations (representing a range of thermal inertia492

and albedo values for the N2 ice, CH4 ice, and H2O substrate) resulted in493

the formation of a seasonal south polar cap that persisted for 80% to 90% of494

Pluto’s orbit. Observations by New Horizons found the north polar region495
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north of 60�N to be relatively N2-free, with band depths less than 0.005 and496

fractional abundances less than 30% (Schmitt et al., 2017; Protopapa et al.,497

2017). The south polar region was experiencing polar night and was thus498

unobservable.499

Hansen and Paige (1996) found that southern polar caps persist for a500

greater fraction of the orbit than northern caps, due to the fact that north-501

ern summer occurs as Pluto is approaching perihelion (causing rapid sublima-502

tion of the north polar cap and subsequent rapid condensation on to the cold503

southern polar cap), while southern summer occurs when Pluto is approach-504

ing aphelion (causing slower sublimation of the southern polar cap and slower505

condensation onto the northern polar cap). Their model assumed a small N2506

inventory (50 kg/m2), as did Young (2013), while the global equivalent layer507

implied by the presence of SP alone (5 km deep, 1000 km in diameter) is on508

the order of 105 kg/m2. A larger N2 inventory could mean that polar caps509

grow thick enough to avoid completely the ice sheetsublimating away during510

the summer, producing perennial polar caps.511

Normal reflectance maps produced from Pluto-Charon mutual events in512

the late 1980s showed a bright south polar cap (Young and Binzel, 1993).513

This cap was not necessarily composed of N2 ice (it could have been bright514

CH4 ice as well), but it is evidence that at least seasonal southern caps515

form on Pluto. Additionally, Grundy and Fink (1996) analyzed 15 years of516

visible-wavelength spectroscopy (1980-1994) and found that the spectra were517

consistent with a model in which much of the southern hemisphere (from the518

pole to 50�S) is covered with a N2-dominated mix of ices, although other519

solutions could not be conclusively ruled out.520
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Figure 12: Spatial distribution of N2 ice for the south polar cap model. Assumes a south

polar cap is present extending from the pole to 60�S with a fractional abundance of 20%,

in addition to the N2 present in the reference map.

From the above evidence, we do not rule out the possibility of a perennial521

south polar cap, or a very long-lasting seasonal south polar cap, and choose522

to investigate it as one of our alternative models. For our south polar cap,523

we assume a cap of N2 ice that extends from the pole to 60�S with a uniform524

fractional abundance of 20%, as shown in Figure 12. We investigated polar525

caps with higher fractional abundances, but found that for larger southern526

deposits of N2 ice there were no (A,�,✏) capable of satisfying our constraints.527

The region of allowed parameter space for the south polar cap model is528

shown in Figure 13. Compared the reference model, lower thermal inertias529

are required, although not as low as the SP-only model. Minimum pressures530

between 3 µbar and 0.5 µbar are predicted. There are no cases which predict531

pressures below any of the haze-disruption pressures; aggregation is not in-532
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Figure 13: Restricted parameter space for Pluto’s current orbit and a south polar cap

after choosing ✏ to ensure P2015 = 11.5 µbar, and applying the two further constraints:

(1) 1 > ✏ > 0.3 (2) 3.14 > P2015/P1988 > 1.82. Grayscale and black diagonal contour lines

show the minimum pressure experienced over a Pluto year for that combination of A and

�.
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Figure 14: Pressure versus time curves for Pluto’s current orbit, for the south polar cap

model.

terrupted, the atmosphere remains global, opaque to UV radiation, and does533

not collapse.534

Five test cases from the region of allowed parameter space are shown in535

Figure 14. Overall, the shape and amplitude of the pressure curves are very536

similar to those from the reference model, with slightly lower maximum and537

minimum pressures for the south polar cap model. The pressure falls o↵538

more quickly in the south polar cap model, leading to a broader minimum539

extending from aphelion to winter solstice. This behavior, along with the540

slightly lower maximum and minimum pressures, occur because the ice in541

the south polar cap is radiating away energy via thermal emission (as are the542

northern hemisphere ices), but is obscured in polar night for a large portion543

of the orbit and thus isn’t absorbing any solar insolation.544

The superseasonal behavior of the five test cases for the south polar cap545
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Figure 15: Annual minimum pressure experienced at Pluto’s surface over the past 10 My

for each of the five test cases, for the south polar cap model.

model is shown in Figure 15. Case C (blue curve) is unique in that the pres-546

sure falls below the haze aggregation limit at points in the obliquity cycle547

despite remaining above the limit in Pluto’s current orbital configuration.548

Near the extreme northern summer period at 0.9 Mya, the minimum pres-549

sure over an orbit predicted in Case C drops to 0.47 µbar. In this orbital550

configuration, the south pole is pointed most directly at the sun at aphelion.551

The majority of the N2 ice deposits are not directly illuminated since they are552

in the northern hemisphere, and despite direct insolation, the N2 ice at the553

south pole is not receiving intense insolation due to the high heliocentric dis-554

tance. Case C has a high emissivity of 0.945, so the unilluminated northern555

volatiles e�ciently reradiate what little solar energy the southern volatiles556

absorb, causing the low minimum pressure. The other four test cases’ combi-557

nation of albedo, thermal inertia, and emissivity values are able to counteract558
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the orbital configuration’s e↵ect on the pressure and their predicted pressures559

remain above all of the haze-disruption pressures.560

3.4. Southern Zonal Band Model561

Figure 16 shows the N2 distribution for the final alternative model we562

investigate, the southern zonal band model. This distribution consists of the563

reference map plus a zonal band of N2 between 35�S and 55�S with a fractional564

abundance of 20%. This location and fractional abundance was chosen to565

mirror the northern midlatitude distribution; between 35�N and 55�N there is566

a band of N2 with an average fractional abundance of roughly 40%, visible in567

the reference map and also identified in Protopapa et al. (2017). We initially568

tried a southern zonal band with a fractional abundance of 40% to match569

the observed northern band, but found there were no (A,�,✏) triplets capable570

of satisfying the constraints we imposed. Having such a significant deposit571

of N2 ice in the southern hemisphere produced very high spatially-averaged572

insolation and therefore high pressures in 1988 (near perihelion and equinox).573

Even with very low thermal inertias (<50 tiu), it was not possible to double574

or triple the atmospheric pressure between 1988 and 2015 while requiring that575

the modeled 2015 pressure be 11.5 µbar. This is consistent with results from576

Meza et al. (2019), who found that small southern N2 deposits (or no southern577

N2 at all) were required to produce reasonable pressure evolution in which the578

peak of pressure occurs after 2015. Thus, we adopt a fractional abundance579

of 20% for the southern zonal band. A northern boundary for this band of580

35�S places it just out of view of the high resolution encounter hemisphere581

images. At the time of the New Horizons flyby in 2015, everything south of582

40�S was experiencing polar night.583
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Figure 16: Spatial distribution of N2 ice for the southern zonal band model. Assumes a

zonal band of N2 is present between 35�S and 55�S with a fractional abundance of 20%,

in addition to the N2 present in the reference map.

Figure 17 shows the region of allowed parameter space for the southern584

zonal band model. Thermal inertias between 25 and 1000 tiu are able to585

satisfy our constraints. Minimum pressures range between 1.5 µbar to 0.01586

µbar. Many of the (A,�,✏) triplets produce pressure curves that fall below the587

haze aggregation limit. Albedos between 0.7 and 0.9 coupled with thermal588

inertias lower than 200 tiu and nearly the full range of emissivities (0.3 < ✏589

< 1) lead to atmospheric collapse.590

Five test cases are shown in Figure 18 on a linear scale, and in Figure 19591

on a logarithmic scale to highlight the very low pressures near aphelion and592

northern winter solstice. All of the example cases have perihelion pressures593

of around 5 µbar, and then the pressure rapidly increases to 11.5 µbar in594

2015. Compared to the reference model, the peak in the pressure curve is595
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Figure 17: Restricted parameter space for Pluto’s current orbit and a southern zonal band

after choosing ✏ to ensure P2015 = 11.5 µbar, and applying the two further constraints:

(1) 1 > ✏ > 0.3 (2) 3.14 > P2015/P1988 > 1.82. Grayscale and black diagonal contour lines

show the minimum pressure experienced over a Pluto year for that combination of A and

�.
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Figure 18: Pressure versus time curves for Pluto’s current orbit, for the southern zonal

band model (linear scale).

Figure 19: Pressure versus time curves for Pluto’s current orbit, for the southern zonal

band model (log scale).
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Figure 20: Annual minimum pressure experienced at Pluto’s surface over the past 10 My

for each of the five test cases, for the southern zonal band model (log scale).

much sharper and the minimum is much broader, due to the lower thermal596

inertias. The pressure peak occurs earlier in the orbit, around 2015 rather597

than 2027 for the reference model. This is driven by the spatially-averaged598

insolation; it is highest near equinox (nearly concurrent with perihelion) when599

the southern zonal band of N2 ice and SP are both being directly illuminated,600

and decreases as the subsolar latitude moves to the north after equinox and601

the zonal band moves into polar night. The extremely low pressures occur602

near aphelion and winter solstice, when the spatially-averaged insolation onto603

the N2 ices is low, and are due in part to the low thermal inertias which allow604

for quick temperature and pressure changes.605

Figure 20 shows the superseasonal behavior for the five test cases in the606

southern zonal band model. Three of the five cases predict minimum pres-607

sures below the haze aggregation limit. Two of those cases, B (green curve)608
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and C (blue curve), predict a minimum pressure below the local atmospheric609

limit in nearly every orbit for the past 10 My. All of the test cases produce610

atmospheres that remain opaque to UV radiation throughout the past 10611

My.612

4. Haze Implications613

In Pluto’s current orbit, our reference model fails to produce any case614

where the pressure drops low enough to interrupt haze. There are no combi-615

nations of parameters, namely Bond albedo, thermal inertia, and emissivity,616

which are simultaneously capable of reproducing the observed 2015 flyby617

pressure and having a minimum pressure below any of the haze-disruption618

pressures, in the current orbit. Additionally, on long timescales, there are no619

cases in our reference model which produce pressures that fall below the haze-620

disruption pressures. The modeled atmosphere remains haze-aggregating,621

global, and opaque to UV radiation during the 10 My period we investi-622

gated.623

Southern N2 is necessary for haze to be interrupted. Our south polar cap624

and southern zonal band models both predict that haze aggregation could625

stop at some point during the orbit, although in the case of our polar cap626

this is only possible for special orbital configurations when northern summer627

solstice and perihelion occur at the same time, and then only for low-albedo,628

low-thermal inertia cases. In the case of the zonal band model, haze aggre-629

gation is stopped between aphelion and northern winter solstice in Pluto’s630

current orbit and in many past orbits going back 10 My, for most cases in the631

allowed parameter space. Stopping haze aggregation for a portion of the or-632
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bit could cause the appearance and size of the haze particles being deposited633

to vary seasonally. The haze was observed globally at the time of the New634

Horizons flyby, but it was brighter towards the north, probably indicating635

greater haze mass (Cheng et al., 2017). Deposition rates could be depen-636

dent on the brightness, which could vary seasonally. Thus, locations on the637

surface with a higher deposition rate could be covered with more monomer638

haze particles than others, explaining the heterogeneity. As demonstrated639

in Bertrand and Forget (2017), haze production rates as a function of lati-640

tude and time can be determined based on the assumed UV flux at the top641

of Pluto’s atmosphere and the opacity of the atmosphere. This same tech-642

nique could be applied to our results, in order to determine which latitudes643

would experience the largest decrease in haze production resulting from at-644

mospheric collapse. If meridional circulation is weak, these latitudes would645

also experience the largest decrease in haze deposition.646

The atmosphere resulting from the southern zonal band model becomes647

local between aphelion and northern winter solstice, but only for the lowest648

thermal inertias. At this point, the sublimation winds are equal in magni-649

tude to the atmosphere’s sound speed, and thus there will be large pressure650

variations across the surface Trafton and Stern (1983). As a result, the atmo-651

sphere becomes patchy and Io-like, extending only over the warmest patches652

of the surface. Any haze deposition would be restricted to these patches,653

which could build up surface contrasts. It could also reinforce existing con-654

trasts. All else being equal, the darkest N2 surfaces will be the warmest and655

could maintain an atmosphere above them. If the deposition of haze par-656

ticles darkens the surface further, it would create a positive feedback that657
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enhances existing surface contrasts. Conversely, a local atmosphere could658

shield the underlying surface from UV light, preventing ice-phase photolysis.659

Whether this would lead to positive or negative feedback depends on the660

relative albedo of the gas-phase and ice-phase photolysis products, and their661

rates of production.662

A complication we have not considered here is a time-variable CH4 mixing663

ratio in the atmosphere. The pressures we investigate here as being relevant664

to haze production (0.5 µbar haze aggregation limit, 0.06 µbar local atmo-665

sphere limit, and the 10�3 to 10�4 µbar atmospheric transparency limit) are666

determined from the atmospheric structure as observed in 2015 by New Hori-667

zons. Over time however, the mixing ratio of CH4 could vary, changing the668

altitude at which the photochemical reactions producing the haze occur. For669

example, if the mixing ratio was about 10�3 times less than it is currently,670

the atmospheric transparency limit would be 103 times higher, at about 1671

µbar, and many of our cases would interrupt haze. A variable CH4 mixing672

ratio would also have implications for haze chemistry, changing the color and673

composition, as well as the production rate.674

Grundy et al. (2018) and Bertrand et al. (2019b) describe other methods675

that could explain the observed surface heterogeneity, which we briefly sum-676

marize here. One mechanism could be di↵ering thermal processing of the677

haze particles as they settle through the atmosphere, perhaps due to latitu-678

dinal or seasonal changes in the amount or type of hydrocarbons available679

to stick onto the haze monomers. If the haze particles are not all uniform680

but instead follow a distribution of characteristics such as size or albedo,681

then di↵erent parts of the distribution could respond di↵erently in various682
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surface environments. Another possible mechanism is cyclical burial and683

exhuming of haze particles, where the di↵erent surface appearances could684

represent freshly fallen hazes versus exhumed, previously buried haze par-685

ticles. Over SP, katabatic winds blowing downslope could concentrate haze686

particles on the ice sheet, counteracting the sublimation winds’ tendency to687

blow haze particles o↵ of it (Bertrand et al., 2019b); aeolian processes could688

be important at the locations of other N2 deposits as well.689

5. Conclusions690

Table 2 summarizes the results for each of the four N2 distributions we691

investigate here, for Pluto’s current orbit and configurations experienced over692

the past 10 My. ‘Possible’ indicates that a particular model predicts pres-693

sures for 1 or 2 of the test cases indicative of an atmosphere with the given694

characteristic (non-aggregating, local or UV transparent) for some portion695

of the orbit, while ‘probable’ indicates that 3 or more of the test cases pre-696

dicted atmospheres with that characteristic. For the reference model, which697

has a bare southern hemisphere, haze production is not predicted to be in-698

terrupted at all, and the atmosphere will not collapse, neither in the current699

orbit nor over the past 10 My. Southern N2 in some form is required to700

produce pressures below any of the haze-disruption pressures we considered.701

We investigated two example southern N2 distributions: a south polar cap702

extending from the pole to 60�S with a fractional abundance of 20% and a703

southern zonal band between 35�S and 55�S, also with a fractional abun-704

dance of 20%. Other southern distributions are of course possible, but we705

chose these two to be representative of some of the possibilities. Atmospheric706
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Non-Aggregating Local UV-Transparent

<0.5 µbar <0.06 µbar<10�3 to <10�4µbar

Reference Model

Current - - -

Superseasons - - -

Sputnik Planitia - Only

Current possible - -

Superseasons possible possible -

South Polar Cap

Current - - -

Superseasons possible - -

Southern Zonal Band

Current probable possible -

Superseasons probable possible -

Table 2: Summary of the results for each of the spatial N2 distributions we investigate.

‘Possible’ indicates that a particular model predicts pressures for 1 or 2 of the test cases

indicative of an atmosphere with the given characteristic (non-aggregating, local or UV

transparent) for some portion of the orbit, while ‘probable’ indicates that 3 or more of the

test cases predicted atmospheres with that characteristic. Blank spaces indicate that the

model-predicted pressure remain above that particular limit throughout the entire orbit.

In the case of the superseasonal behavior, a blank indicates that the model-predicted

pressures remain above the haze-disruption pressure for the entire 10 My we investigated.
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collapse, when the pressure becomes too low to support a global atmosphere,707

only occurs in our southern zonal band model, and only for low thermal708

inertias (<200 tiu).709

In general, the N2 ices on the surface collectively re-radiate the insolation710

absorbed by only the illuminated ices. If more ice coverage is added to the711

southern hemisphere, currently in polar night, then these unilluminated ices712

will not absorb solar energy, but they will emit energy. Thus, the presence of713

obscured southern N2 ices can lower the minimum pressure experienced over714

an orbit. However, in order to satisfy the constraints (doubling of the surface715

pressure since 1988 and an 11.5 µbar pressure in 2015), we found that N2716

distributions including southern N2 required much lower thermal inertias.717

The area of the southern hemisphere that is obscured in polar night718

won’t decrease until after solstice occurs in 2029, and the entire southern719

hemisphere won’t be visible until equinox occurs 100 years after that. The720

southern hemisphere could be thermally mapped when it is in polar night,721

providing a means to determine the spatial distribution of N2 in the near722

future rather than a century from now. Our model predicts that there can723

only be small perennial southern deposits, since we were unable to match724

observable constraints for southern zonal bands or south polar caps with725

fractional abundances above 20%.726

The most recent analysis of ground-based stellar occultations report a727

monotonic increase in Pluto’s pressure between 1988 and 2016 (Meza et al.,728

2019). All of our models predict a turnover in the pressure by the 2030s, when729

the surface pressure will begin to decrease as Pluto moves toward aphelion730

and the subsolar latitude retreats to the southern hemisphere. However, the731
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date of the turnover and the speed of the decline in pressure varies between732

distribution and chosen parameters in our model. Observations of the atmo-733

sphere pressure in the next few decades will thus be crucial for determining734

which N2 distributions and which (A,�,✏) triplets best represent Pluto.735
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Appendix A. Approximating Temperatures with VT3D742

Temperature from Analytic Approximation743

Volatile Transport 3D (VT3D) uses an analytic approximation of the744

temperature evolution as an initial solution for the more accurate numerical745

solution. On its own, the analytic solution is often a good approximation746

and it is computationally more expedient. This appendix explains how to747

use the analytic approximation to calculate surface pressures over a period748

of one Pluto orbit, using the reference model as described in the paper.749

The diurnally- and spatially-averaged incident insolation S(t) can be rep-750

resented using an analytic Fourier approximation:751

S0 =
1

P

Z P

0

S(t)dt (A.1)

Sm =
2

P

Z P

0

S(t)e�im!tdt m > 0 (A.2)

where P is the period of the solar forcing (in this case, one Pluto year)752

and ! is the corresponding frequency. m is an integer corresponding to the753

mth Fourier term. For the reference model insolation, the first 11 Fourier754

terms are provided in Table A.3. These terms are for the diurnally- and755

spatially-averaged insolation onto the N2-covered regions. The diurnally-756

averaged incident insolation as a function of latitude � can be calculated757

via:758

S(�, t) =
sin� sin�0hmax + cos� cos�0 sinhmax

⇡

Lsun

4⇡r2
(A.3)

where �0 is the subsolar latitude, Lsun = 3.828 x 1026 W, and r is the helio-

centric distance, in meters. The maximum illuminated hour angle at that lat-

itude, hmax, can be found using: coshmax = max(1,min(� tan� tan�0, 1)).
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The time variable, t, represent time within in one Pluto year, and timesteps

must be larger than one Pluto day (we used�t= 2 Earth years). To spatially-

average over the N2-covered regions, we calculate:

S(t) =

R
N2

S(�, t)⌦d⌦
R
N2

⌦d⌦
(A.4)

where ⌦ is the solid angle area of a patch on the surface covered by N2 and759

the integral is performed over all patches.760

m Sm [W/m2]

0 0.220561

1 0.115454 - 0.136762i

2 0.043688 - 0.068281i

3 0.015757 - 0.029367i

4 0.007107 - 0.011570i

5 0.003849 - 0.004378i

6 0.002244 - 0.001651i

7 0.001404 - 0.000616i

8 0.000920 - 0.000234i

9 0.000615 - 0.000097i

10 0.000408 - 0.000062i

Table A.3: Fourier terms for the incident insolation for the reference model described in

this paper.

These insolation terms can be converted into temperatures using the fol-

lowing equation:

T (⇣, t) = � F ⇣

�
p
!
+ T0 +Re

"
MX

m=1

Tme
im!te

p
im⇣

#
(A.5)
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T0 is the average temperature assuming thermal emission balances solar in-761

solation and internal heat flux, F : T0 = ([(1 � A)S0 + F ]/✏�)1/4. ⇣ = z/Z762

is the unitless depth of the layer, scaled by the skin depth, Z =
p

k/(⇢c!).763

For N2 ice, we use density ⇢ = 1000 kg/m3, specific heat c = 1300 J/(kg K),764

and calculate the heat conductivity k based on the selected thermal inertia765

value (� =
p
k⇢c). For surface temperatures, the depth z = 0.766

Each temperature Fourier coe�cient is given by:

Tm =
(1� A)Sm

�E(T0)

4

4 +
p
im⇥S(T0) + im⇥A(T0) m > 0

(A.6)

where �E is the derivative of the thermal emission with respect to tempera-

ture:

�E(T0) = 4✏�T 3
0 (A.7)

where the Stefan-Boltzmann constant � = 5.67 x 10�8 W/m2. The dimen-

sionless thermal parameters ⇥S (bu↵ering of volatile temperature due to

thermal conduction to neighboring layers) and ⇥A (bu↵ering due to latent

heat of sublimation) are defined as:

⇥S(T0) =

p
!�

�E(T0)/4
(A.8)

⇥A(T0) =

! Ls
fvg

dps
dTV

����
T0

�E(T0)/4
(A.9)

where Ls is the latent heat of sublimation for N2: approximately 2.7 x 105

J/kg for ↵-phase (below 35.6 K) and 2.4 x 105 J/kg for �-phase (above 35.6

K). The surface gravity g is 0.62 m/s2. The fraction of the surface covered by

nitrogen ice, using our reference map, fv, is 0.102. dps/dTV is the derivative
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of the vapor pressure with respect to the volatile temperature, evaluated at

T0:
dps
dTV

����
T0

=
LsmV ps(T0)

kBT 2
0

(A.10)

wheremv is the molecular mass of N2, ps(T0) is the equilibrium vapor pressure767

above solid N2 at temperature T0, and kB is the Boltzmann constant.768

Selecting A, �, and ✏769

As described in this paper, VT3D has three free parameters that describe770

the nitrogen frost: the Bond albedo, A, the thermal inertia, � (in units of771

“tiu”, J m�2 K�1 s�1/2), and the emissivity, ✏. We select values for A and �,772

and then choose a corresponding value for ✏ such that the pressure predicted773

by the model at the time of the New Horizons flyby is 11.5 µbar. It the774

paper, we iteratively calculate pressures with di↵erent emissivities until we775

find a solution that predicts the correct pressure in 2015. Here, we present776

a polynomial fit to the relationship this process derived. The coe�cients ki777

(which are each a function of A) in Table A.4 can be used along with the778

equation below to calculate the emissivity needed for the chosen albedo and779

thermal inertia value. The relationship predicts the necessary emissivity to780

within 2% of the correct value for most A and � values. Once the emissivity781

value for the chosen A and � has been calculated, Equation A.5 can be used782

to calculate the temperature at every point t within Pluto’s orbit.783

✏(A,�) = k0(A) + k1(A)�+ k2(A)�
2 + k3(A)�

3 + k4(A)�
4 (A.11)
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Albedo k0 k1 k2 k3 k4

0.500 2.378e+00 -2.141e-03 1.760e-06 -7.190e-10 1.150e-13

0.525 2.254e+00 -2.116e-03 1.804e-06 -7.581e-10 1.240e-13

0.550 2.128e+00 -2.081e-03 1.835e-06 -7.910e-10 1.319e-13

0.575 2.001e+00 -2.033e-03 1.851e-06 -8.167e-10 1.385e-13

0.600 1.872e+00 -1.974e-03 1.855e-06 -8.378e-10 1.447e-13

0.625 1.741e+00 -1.901e-03 1.840e-06 -8.488e-10 1.488e-13

0.650 1.607e+00 -1.808e-03 1.795e-06 -8.429e-10 1.496e-13

0.675 1.473e+00 -1.700e-03 1.731e-06 -8.268e-10 1.484e-13

0.700 1.336e+00 -1.575e-03 1.642e-06 -7.961e-10 1.444e-13

0.725 1.198e+00 -1.430e-03 1.521e-06 -7.467e-10 1.365e-13

0.750 1.060e+00 -1.272e-03 1.378e-06 -6.843e-10 1.260e-13

0.775 9.222e-01 -1.097e-03 1.206e-06 -6.034e-10 1.115e-13

0.800 7.870e-01 -9.185e-04 1.026e-06 -5.191e-10 9.667e-14

0.825 6.551e-01 -7.360e-04 8.343e-07 -4.262e-10 7.994e-14

0.850 5.288e-01 -5.562e-04 6.371e-07 -3.277e-10 6.177e-14

0.875 4.102e-01 -3.872e-04 4.459e-07 -2.302e-10 4.352e-14

0.900 3.022e-01 -2.428e-04 2.810e-07 -1.458e-10 2.766e-14

0.925 2.064e-01 -1.265e-04 1.449e-07 -7.470e-11 1.412e-14

0.950 1.247e-01 -4.950e-05 5.585e-08 -2.858e-11 5.377e-15

0.975 5.706e-02 -1.293e-05 1.536e-08 -8.019e-12 1.512e-15

Table A.4: Coe�cients (as a function of albedo) needed to calculate the emissivity.
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